Our
MISSION
It is our mission at Ugli to reevaluate people's perception of ugly food and its values as a way to change US visual
food standards. Using an autonomous juicery as a way to maximize the surplus of food waste and target food
deserts in a coast efficient way. While communicating the beauty of healthy heating and sustainable practice
throughout the US by bringing human centered design to the food truck experience.
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Primary Research
FOOD TRUCK
FESTIVAL
EXPERIENCE

Contextual
RESEARCH
To put our findings to the test we took a trip over to a local food
truck festival in Savannah Georgia. At the festival we were truly
able to emerge our self in the food truck culture, seeing how our
research compared to our own experience. From this we put
together a quantitative survey that provided us with key feedback
on moving forward.

Quantitative
RESEARCH
To get to know what is the eating habits and what do they know
about the food they’re consuming, we sent out a survey to 30
people who are our targeted age between 18 to 35 years old. We
have found that people in food desert are more likely not being
able of the terms food desert and ugly food.

Food
WASTE

Ugly
FOOD

• Roughly $165 billion of food waste is produced in the US each

Organization and movement address ugly food
● FEEDBACK: environmental organization that campaigns

year.
• An estimated 20-40% of fruits and vegetables (in the US) are

to end food waste at every level of the food system

discarded before they reach the supermarket due to appearance
● Feeding the 5000

irregularities.
• Food waste now accounts for more than one quarter of the total

● Too good to go (UK)

freshwater consumption and ∼300 million barrels of oil per year.

● Package Free (Brooklyn)

• US per capita food waste has progressively increased by 50%
● Bulk Market (UK)

since 1974.
• Roughly 10% of rich countries greenhouse gas emissions come

● Food Cowboy (US)

from growing food that is never eaten.

● SAVE THE FOOD (US)

• Roughly one-third of the edible parts of food produced for
● LeftoverSwap

human consumption, gets lost or wasted globally, which is about

● Move For Hunger

1.3 billion ton per year.

m a r k e t

r e s e a r c h

Food
DESERTS

low

medium

high

• Biased on the charts to the right from the Department of
Agriculture, Centers for Disease Control we clearly see just how
hand and hand food deserts and obesity go together.

• The lack of healthy food options these areas have leaves only

. food desert chart

one other option, fast unhealthy food leading people down a
dangerous unhealthy path.

. obesity chart

m a r k e t

r e s e a r c h

Autonomous
VEHICLES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tesla . 2018
Uber
Volvo . 2020
Google . 2020
Toyota . 2020
BMW . 2021
Nissan . 2020
Ford . 2021
General Motors
Audi
Honda . 2020
Hyundai . 2030

Exterior FAVORITES
key take away features
. walk through
. social environment

. seating area
.2 point entry
. solar energy
. glass facade
. natural light

. simple form
. foliage
. transparency
. lives in only parks

. lives in park and streets
. expandable form

.

Interior DIRECTION
key take away features
. walk through
. open floor plan

. fridge running along one
wall
. focal point around juice
bottles
. transparent glass on

street side
. natural light from above
. interactive screen
. amazon go pay system

. transparent storage
. shelving for ugly food
. foliage wall

Foam
MOCK UPS
With our final form direction in mind
we created a mood board of vehicle
forms to cross reference. We then
began doing quick prototyping with
pink foam to understand our form
direction in 3D.

f o a m

m o c k

u p s

ROUND 1
TAKEAWAYS

ROUND 2
TAKEAWAYS

• Had a total of 21 people

• Adding the ceiling was a

come to experience the

success, showing us our

space we mocked up.

measurements were lining

• Positive feedback on our
concept and overall
experience.

up.
• Being able to properly
construct a bench

• Loved the exterior seating

solidified it was something

• Mixed feelings on the word

we would move forward

vending machine
• people loved coming to
terms with ugly food

with.
• Instead of creating one
shelving system we gave 4

• screen was a success

options to see what

• redesign of the fridge was

worked the best.

necessary
• people were a little
confused about our
payment method

• The results were very
beneficial to help further
the storage design.
• Issues with screen being
on a small window lead to
it being moved to the large
window on the inside.

f u l l

s c a l e

m o c k

u p

R o u n d

1

+

2

WELCOME

SEE MORE

FINAL EXTERIOR .
INTERIOR SKETCHES

Solar Panels
With advances in solar energy being
developed by companies such as solar city,
its no question that solar is the future. It is
very clear to us there is no better fit that
support our values of zero waste and
sustainable energy other than solar cell
applications. By cutting down on the
amount of necessary appliances we see
solar energy to be our main source of
energy.

Airless Tire
With 3D printing technology on the rise
Michelin the tire company saw the
opportunity in how it could mesh well with
their sustainable mission. They have come
out with a 3d printed air less tire that is
made from 100% recycled plastic material.
We saw this as being a perfect way to
incorporate their positive sustainable vision
with our own while preventing the possibility
of a flat tire out on the run.

Velodyne Sensor

Technology
EXPLAINED

Combined with the data of camera sensors,
Velodyne sensors allow obstacles to be
accurately identified, for instance rather
wether it is a vehicle or a pedestrian that is in
front of the car.

Amazon Go
With the future in the internet of things
around the corner companies are beginning
to play with the idea of how this can relate to
store payment systems. We see
implementing this technology into ugly as
being the best way to keep a streamlined
customer experience thats entirely focused
on the community and the products rather
waiting in a check out line.

Tesla Powertrain
With advances in electric vehicle power and
efficiency developed by the Tesla Power
System we saw no better fit for this
application to support our values. We see
the electric system allowing us to maximize
the space of the vehicle while supporting our
values in zero waste and resilience.

Corning Glass
With advances in interactive glass
technology taking place at Corning we see
their vision of the future of glass as a great
way to complement Ugli’s customer
experience.

MATERIALS

CARBON FIBER

STEEL

ALUMINUM

GLASS

POLYCARBONATE

PLYWOOD

CHIPBOARD

PAPER

List of materials and where they will be

found and used on our truck. We have
carefully chosen the materials so that the
manufacturing process will be
environmental friendly, and they could be
100% recycled or reusable. Especially with
Carbon fiber in which conventional

manufacturing method were very
unsustainable, we have found a brand
which uses plant based polymer.

MANUFACTURING

RAPID
COMPRESSION
MOLDING

METAL STAMPING

EXTRUSION

WELDING

CO INJECTION
MOLDING

WOOD
BENDING

INJECTION
MOLDING

HAND CUT
WOOD

WATER JET
CUTTING

List of different manufacturing techniques

that will be used to construct our food
truck. We have carefully chosen the
manufacturing methods to reflect our value
of transparency.

Identity
IDEATION

The Ugli Sticker

System
DIAGRAM

(Continue with different fruits and vegetables)

Interactive
Screen Interface

In the process of loading ugly fruits and vegetables from local farms, Ugli juicing factory will
scan shapes of fruits and vegetables. Therefore, there are compiled data of how every ugly
food collected looked like. And by interacting with it, users can learn more about where their
food source are coming from.

The TEAM

Thank YOU

top left to right . nick wargo . diana thomson
bottom row left to right . anja lukovic . marino funakoshi . natalie schade

